
From: Lynn <lynncolletti@gmail.com> 
Date: September 20, 2015 at 12:43:41 PM EDT 
To: Michael Wood <MWood@nrsd.net>, George King <gking@nrsd.net>, Lorraine Romasco 
<lromasco@nrsd.net>, Nicole Odekirk <nodekirk@nrsd.net>, neal darcy <nealdarcy@gmail.com>, Mark Jones 
<mjones@nrsd.net>, Cathleen Thier <cthier@nrsd.net>, Kathy Codianne <kcodianne@nrsd.net> 
Subject: Clarification on math pilot presentation 

SC members 

Hi had some down time and reviewed the math pilot presentation.  I am not sure if the presentation answers 

the questions below.   Please keep them in mind during the presentation on Wednesday since i will be unable 

to attend 

 

Questions for math pilot presentation 

Key questions: 

What exactly is the state standard k-5 for math?  2011-12 the state standard came into affect - how does it 

differ from what we have? 

 

What percentage of students are 'at risk' and how will this help their scores? Are the pilot program's specifically 

geared towards 'at risk' students?  If so, how? If not, how will they help 'at risk' students? 

 

Overview 

What standards are missing from everyday math?  Are we currently supplementing for standards or is the pilot 

going to do that?  Since spiraling seems to work (evidence?) will spiraling continue?  When was the 

comparison between common core and everyday math performed ?and have we been supplementing since the 

gap was identified? - how? 

What will be the measures of success? 

 

Recommendations 

What exactly are you recommending? 

Presentation says the changes being proposed will be a new math series that aligns with mass 

frameworks...are we aligning with frameworks or common core?   And what are the two programs being 

proposed?  How do they align with where we want to be?  For alternatives you suggest staying with everyday 

math and supplementing for added cost. Which tells me that we are currently not supplementing?   And is 

doing nothing really an alternative?  Can parents be involved? 

 

Budget implications 

pilot materials and training purchased over the summer at $42000 and no additional monies required, so why 

do you need $150,000?   What is our current math benchmark for math assessment?  And where do you need 

to be to declare that one or both of the pilots were a success? 

 

Statement of impact 

I am confused am I reading this correctly?  This initiative will improve student achievement because the 

materials, resources and instructional lessons will be centrally located allowing teachers to be more creative, 

differentiated and efficient. And this will help teachers teach 'at risk' and others how???  What does this have to 

do with the missing gaps?  Can we see what those gaps are and how they hurt education?  And why is there 

no digital learning component?  How much would a digital learning component add to the budget?  And what 

would this component look like?  Is it really compatible?   

 

Policy changes 

Policies must have been referenced this might be a good time to look at the policies and review why the 

policies are in place.     Do not recall reviewing these. Good segue to these policies 

 

Thank you 

Lynn 
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